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Melissa Evans
23:06 07 Mar 24
                                I have been on a facial aesthetics course previously elsewhere attempting to cover the same material taught in the fast track facial aesthetics for hygienist/therapists course with Harry which was in my opinion a waste of time and money. Only after training with Harry I now feel excited and competent to begin my journey in facial aesthetics. The course was fun and informative and delivered with perfection! I can’t thank Harry enough for sharing his wisdom and knowledge in an easy to learn and understand manner.
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michelle safavi
10:19 25 Feb 24
                                I had a fantastic 1 to 1 training session for 2 days with Dr Harry Singh. This was my 2nd course after completing the Accelerator Plus Dentist course last year for Facial Aesthetics. In the 1 to 1 sessions, the days were tailored to my needs and cases I wanted to complete. This gave me a boost of confidence and refreshed my skills for the latest techniques. Such a supportive team. I throughly enjoyed the training. I felt that I was in safe hands. Highly recommend the courses here.
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Sandeep Aulakh
10:45 19 Nov 23
                                Just finished Hygienist 4day fast track course on facial aesthetics , amazing experience, lots of hands on experience on models, small group of delegates, lots of support to help us get going with our new venture!! Highly recommend
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Petrina M
10:45 19 Nov 23
                                I would highly recommend BTC for facial aesthetics training for hygienists.I now feel confident to start my aesthetics career thanks to Harry Singh.The course covers complications and lots of hands on training with models.Harry also covers a lot of marketing which has been useful to boost start my career.Thankyou so much!
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Lauren Welton
10:44 19 Nov 23
                                I've just completed a 4 day fast track programme in facial aesthetics for hygienists. Highly recommend, lots of hands on experience, covered complications and Post course support offfered. Great group of delegates too :)
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Meryl Colley
10:44 19 Nov 23
                                Great 4 day fast track course specifically for dental hygienists looking to do facial aesthetics. Really informative, educational and hands on. Lots of post group support, relaxed environment, highly recommend BTC
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M C
14:07 07 Nov 23
                                I have been to BTC a few times for treatments and keep going back! The staff are very helpful, friendly and knowledgeable. The prices are more than reasonable and the service provided is second to none. Thank you, look forward to visiting again soon!
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Mahisa Arain
18:22 26 Oct 23
                                Brilliant day with Dr Harry Singh for the training day. Highly recommend! Very hospitable and a great teacher.
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Aanchal Gupta
17:48 21 Oct 23
                                I had 1-2-1 full day training course on advanced Botox and fillers with Harry today, it was bespoke training and I felt super confident to implement techniques on patients safely, can’t wait to go back to work to implement procedures learnt today. Highly recommend his course 10/10
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Estie Claassen
08:19 23 Sep 23
                                If it was not for the incredible BTC club I would never have taken the steps to start practicing the aesthetics I was already trained in. Harry Singh and Team is always available for support and I am very thankful that I can finally say, I am confident to treat patients and it has been amazing to see my patient list grow! I love the down to earth people of this group and the updates on new techniques, complication handling, and legislation. Thank you!!
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Ajay Dhunna
21:07 08 Aug 23
                                I joined BTC with Harry on the 1-2-1 masterclass and it was incredible. Seeing 10 models during the day, practicing everything I wanted with Harry overseeing me and teaching me the best protocol for a clean, efficient and effective workflow that was also comfortable for the patient. I would 100% recommend this masterclass and it is well worth the investment!
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Emma Ban
22:18 08 Jun 23
                                3 weeks post finishing the hygiene & therapist fast track course and I have not looked back. The course itself was well structured, informative and most importantly for me, welcoming. Everyone is made to feel at ease and well supported whilst training. Harry is knowledgable and incredibly patient! Team DHT for BTC!
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Annieex 98
20:17 14 May 23
                                I attended the DHT Fast Track Programme and would highly recommend. Harry’s teaching methods are excellent and I have finished the course feeling confident on how to develop my facial aesthetic business. Most of all, I’ve had fun during the process!
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Louise Conlon
07:46 27 Mar 23
                                As a dental therapist, you can often feel like the underdog and attending courses can be daunting, but Harry’s was amazing.I attended with a group of like minded fellow therapists and we had a brilliant, laid back trainer. Was made to feel so welcome and left feeling confident and knowledgable. Would highly recommend!
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Meena Thind
20:56 26 Mar 23
                                I attended a hygienist/therapist fast track in facial aesthetic at BTC with Dr Harry Singh in Stevenage. The course is really well organised and very informative.  Harry is very knowledgeable and a brilliant teacher, putting you at ease with great teaching skills. Lots of hands-on experience. I feel very confident to begin my facial aesthetic journey.
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Debbie Smith
18:44 26 Mar 23
                                Just completed days 1&2 of the hygiene fast track programme with Harry and I cannot recommend it enough. Well organised, informative but also a really friendly and relaxed environment to learn.Any anxiety you have going in to it quickly disappears.Not only is the learning side of the course great but the hospitality was perfection. I’ve never been to a course where I was so well looked after.Cannot wait for days 3&4.
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Karishma Damani
17:12 14 Mar 23
                                My husband and I attended the Accelerator Plus course in January. The course was extremely well organised, from models, the hotel stay and the dinner after. There were plenty of models (We treated 6 models each during the 2 day course - 3 for lip fillers and 3 for botox). We also watched our colleagues treating their models so we could learn from each other. The pre course information was so helpful and we liked that we knew all the theory before the course so we could get stuck in treating the models. We liked that the course is only open to Dentists, Doctors and Hygiene Therapists. We have launched our facial aesthetics brand this week 2 months after the course and we couldn't have done this without the support from the course and all the information from the BTC University. Thank you so much to Harry, Toni and Lyndsey. We can't wait to hopefully book onto another course with you soon!
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Kiran Basra
07:24 05 Dec 22
                                I would 100% recommend Harry & BTC for aesthetic training, especially as a Dental Therapist. Well delivered and engaging in a relaxed environment. I look forward to attending more BTC courses in the future!
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Haidar Al-Ali
12:32 29 Nov 22
                                Dr Harry deserves much more than 5 stars. I have done facial aesthetics myself but had a question and within less than 5 minutes of me sending an enquiry, Dr Harry himself called me personally to discuss the case and advise me accordingly. I was so pleasantly surprised at how prompt he was and the care he has for his patients and students. If you are a patient wanting facial aesthetic treatment or a clinician looking to train in facial aesthetics, look no further as you won’t get this kind of support anywhere else.
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Coralyn Pickard
20:18 03 Oct 22
                                Absolutely loved the course. Harry is amazing at delivering the sessions. I really feel confident in going out and starting my facial aesthetics career. I will definitely be undertaking more courses in the near future.
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Nusarat Jahan
17:10 02 Oct 22
                                Highly recommend the accelerator plus courses. The course materials and lectures was really good and well structured. You get lots of hands on experience.  Treating 3 patients back to back with Harry Singh. The trainers expertise and guidance really gives you the knowledge and confidence to start treating patients straight away. Thank you Harry!!
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Melinda Dawson
17:33 02 Sep 22
                                What a great course with a very professional team! It was a small group of attendees which was excellent, it felt like 1-2-1 learning.Harry and his team have truly dedicated themselves to helping dental hygienists and therapists hit the ground running in this field once the course has been completed. They were more then happy to share personal experience and provided us with lots of valuable hints and tips.I was very impressed with the extremely professional learning environment and felt like I was in great hands. There were multiple models provided for us to practice on so we gained lots of hands-on, practical, experience. On the last day we even received advice on business set-up.We were also fed and watered very well! Thank you BTC.
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Amrit Randhawa
10:13 28 Jul 22
                                I've recently completed the fast track course in facial aesthetics for dental hygienists and therapists, and what a course! I cannot rate the trainers, the course materials and lectures and hands on experience highly enough - everything has been planned and executed really well. I am confident that I have acquired the necessary skills to help me start my own business successfully. The after support is second to none too, and the social side of things (drinks and dinner) is very fun too! Thanks Harry and Lisa for an unforgettable experience!
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Lara Welch
20:00 17 Jul 22
                                Really enjoyed the accelerator plus course. The trainers were superb and I feel well equipped to start on my facial aesthetics journey. I would recommend. The extra day made my confidence so much better.
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Abbie
19:21 16 Jul 22
                                Really great course, plenty of hands on experience! The information before was detailed and easy to follow, then put in place on the hands on day! Thank you
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Tais Guzman
16:16 10 Jul 22
                                Hygienist Fast Track course is super comprehensive, the techniques are explained very well before the injection of different areas in the face, neck, hands. We had the opportunity to practice on different patients. I highly recommend this course to anyone. Plus lots of fun in the evenings with Dr Harry Singh.
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Dannielle Greenwood
11:22 21 Jun 22
                                Oh my giddy aunt!Harry and his wonderful team gave me such confidence, not just with techniques but in my actions to build a great Aesthetic business!You’ll be catapulted into your future of Aesthetics without a doubt.
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Madhavi Sadalkar
12:12 09 Jun 22
                                Toni is a very good tutor. Loved the course. Highly recommend to everyone
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Laura
10:45 27 Mar 22
                                They say a good teacher can instill passion for learning and confidence. I totally agree in Harry's case. A very special mentor with lots to offer. The Accelerator course was crystal clear. All information supported by hands on practice on models. I already feel more confident. A very good foundation for further practice and learning. The venue in Gatwickwas easy to find. There is a support network and system after the course, including more educational materials, online groups and support via e-mail for more difficult issues. I wholeheartedly recommend the course and the trainer.
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Chloe O’Connor
18:12 20 Mar 22
                                I attended BTC advanced toxin, what a great day. The experience you get from this course is like no other.Treating 3 patients back to back with the trainers expertise and guidance really gives you the knowledge and confidence to start treating patients straight away.Thank you again Harry for a great day, I can’t wait to attend more of courses!
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peter baillon
12:21 01 Mar 22
                                Informative and enjoyable practical experience with Dr Harry and Dr Toni at the Stevenage site. Toni was an excellent and experienced tutor and a safe pair of hands to work under. I felt confident with basic toxin and lip fillers the end of the two sessions.Food is provided and it’s of very good quality. Excellent post-course information and templates are all accessible online. There is easy access to the practice with safe parking nearby.Did my first case as soon as the toxin arrived from the pharmacy!
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Jen McM
01:41 03 Jul 21
                                A brilliant, hands on way to learn with easy to follow instructions and loads of help for getting started.
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Isla Baxter
16:13 01 Jul 21
                                So much fun and very informative! Simply the best! Thanks guys x
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Kamima Chipongo
15:46 27 Jan 20
                                Attended the Information to Income workshop with Harry and thoroughly enjoyed it. A very detailed course with just the right amount of information delivered by a great speaker. Look forward to future courses.
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tracey meyers
22:01 18 Jan 20
                                Amazing training course today on my lip masterclass. Knowledgeable and kind trainers with fantastic aftercare support. Highly recommended. Nurse Meyers Aesthetics
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Karthi Vidhi
09:33 17 Jan 20
                                The course was great for a beginner like me. Unlike the others was more hands on and the trainers were patient. Would definetly recommended the course. Dr Harry and Dr Toni were fun to work with.
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Lois hodson
21:01 03 Jan 20
                                The hands on course with Harry, was absolutely great. Not many courses give you a full day of hands on experience, with models provided. The after course support is also excellent. The day was great fun and filled me with confidence to go into practice, cant wait for my next course!
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Ishaaq Mirza
13:26 23 Nov 19
                                I was very reluctant to taking training in Facial Aesthetics.  I signed up for the course, not knowing what to expect.  I had heard numerous good things about Dr Singh on social media.  The extraordinary thing about this course is that there is an online component.  I was able to go through this at my own pace, so when I arrived for the hands-on training, I had firm foundations.  The hands-on training is one to one, with the trainers observing everything you do and giving hints, guidance and reassurance.  It is all good learning a new skill but implementing it in your practice can be hard.  However, Dr Singh and his team share their years of expertise with you during the marketing course, which is invaluable.The post-course support is incredible. What's App groups to discuss cases and seek guidance.  I have emailed Toni regularly for advice, and he has been exceptionally prompt in his help and guidance.
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Saira Rahman
17:26 21 Nov 19
                                Harry is very approachable with a great sense of humour. He gives you the correct amount of support and time on the day of the course and also after. With most courses you will not get the amount of support as BTC provide. Great guy and superb course.
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Amira Mathew
14:22 21 Nov 19
                                Wonderful course with a great teacher and lots of hands on experience and after care support which is so important! Definitely recommend to anyone wanting to start their facial aesthetics journey or gain more skills.
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victoria Jones
17:31 17 Nov 19
                                Highly recommend this course!!! I have been thinking about taking the plunge into facial aesthetics for a while but was a bit nervous......I wish I done it ages ago now, such supportive tutors who explained everything in such a way that I feel safe and confident to start delivering treatment to my clients. Thank you guys 😀
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Bansri Aghera
21:30 12 Nov 19
                                I have completed advanced Botox and dental fillers training with Harry and his team and it’s been phenomenal. Theory has been spot on, informative and engaging. Practical session includes treatment of at least 1 model Per delegate. The confidence I have attained is more than sufficient for me to go forward to carry out advanced facial aesthetics procedures. Thank you Harry!! 🙌🏼🙌🏼
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Samantha Hill
18:03 12 Nov 19
                                Having now finished the masterclass over 4 sessions I now feel more confident to treat my patients safely and with great results. Harry and his team offer 1:1 training in small groups for excellent mentoring support. I cant thank them enough for all the help and support I have received its been amazing.  Best training I have received well worth every penny!
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Anna Vesselova
16:49 30 Oct 19
                                I have attended the complications workshop and I can say it was amazing - very informative and very detailed. Dr Harry Singh shared a lot of tips from his own experience. I have learned a lot of practical aspects on how to be compliant with the requirements and work safely. This workshop answered lots of my questions. I would recommend it all facial aesthetic practitioners.
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Marisa S
10:00 29 Oct 19
                                Brilliant course with Harry and his team. Theory was enjoyable and the practical was very in depth. Gained a lot of valuable knowledge. Highly recommend!
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Pola Polyviou
18:23 28 Oct 19
                                Attended lip filler Masterclass yesterday. Excellent teaching and training! Highly recommended Dr Harry and his team! You are the best! Thank you!
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Karen Lorenzen
20:50 21 Oct 19
                                Attended course on how to avoid and manage complications in July. Extremely useful course, and the only provider I could find that didn't just tack this onto an otherwise busy stressful course day. Covered so many things in a relaxed and comfortable environment.Actually uplifting!(contrary to the title..)
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Rhia Smith
19:07 13 Oct 19
                                Had a really good day and so glad I went, felt really nervous but was made to feel comfortable, harry was really friendly and eased my nerves. I felt after my last course with another provider that I'd wasted my money and would never feel confident but Harry has restored my faith and I cant wait to do further courses with him. Thank you so much for an amazing and informative course, highly recommend.
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Sohayla Esmaili
12:15 07 Oct 19
                                Absolutely amazing! A hands on course which is taught by some of the best in the business. The trainers are all so friendly, knowledgeable and helpful. They are happy to answer any questions. The atmosphere was great and so relaxed. I highly recommend BTC.
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Manisha Patel
07:25 07 Oct 19
                                Great course and very hands on from the beginning. Feel confident and putting it into practice straight away. Brilliant after support too. My only wish is that I had done this sooner! Highly recommended.
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Jennifer Marshall
19:19 06 Oct 19
                                I was very nervous before starting the course but Ayesha put me at ease and took her time to explain everything. She was very thorough and explained everything well. At the end of the course I felt more confident and ready to try out my new skills.
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Anne O' Donnell
09:00 06 Oct 19
                                Excellent learning in a relaxed and safe environment  . We had access to online training ,including videos ,prior to the course and then had a full hands on day . The trainer's had endless patience and ensured everyone knew what to do.  I attended the basic course ,and whilst I know ,I still have lots to learn , I am confident I can start providing facial aesthetics next week in my practice .
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Aesthetic and Beauty Eastbourne
18:58 04 Oct 19
                                Thank you Harry for an informative & friendly training day. I came away from the training workshop today feeling very confident within my newly learned practice.  Course delivery and content was exceptional. A 5 star review well deservedThank youMarie
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Charlotte Heneghan
17:43 23 Sep 19
                                The Accelerator course was excellent and the perfect introduction into facial aesthetics. Having theory before the course helped understanding on the day and a full day of practical was fantastic experience. I highly recommend this course to anyone thinking about practicing facial aesthetics. Thank you!
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Ravinder Jhutie
16:29 23 Sep 19
                                Great day and amazing training from Dr Sharon of BTC. Thoroughly enjoyed the whole day and was able to apply theoretical knowledge practically. I would highly recommend BTC for all new beginners and those wanting to progress their training. Also an amazing support centre.
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Meghan Chard
15:31 26 Aug 19
                                Really enjoyed this course and would definitely recommend. We were given the theory to learn before the course which meant we were able to get straight onto the practical element of facial aesthetics so that I left the course with a lot of hands on experience. It is clear to see that Harry and the team are so passionate about ensuring good quality training and want to see the delegates succeed in facial aesthetics.
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Leah Hacker
10:36 18 Jul 19
                                I have visited a number of different aesthetic clinics and this is most definitely the best. The trainers are amazing and you feel so comfortable throughout. All the results have been excellent. Highly recommend
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Marie Healey
18:03 10 Jul 19
                                An incredible day on the complications course in Stevenage. Money well spent to make me feel more comfortable and confident when carrying out any facial aesthetics. Harry is a great instructor,where his passion and enthusiasm really comes across. I feel very supported and will be looking to book any future courses with BTC
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Haidar Al-Ali
10:05 22 Jun 19
                                The marketing masterclass day has been very enjoyable and it opened my eyes to all the possible marketing avenues. Dr Harry is very knowledgable in his field and thank you for setting up this course. I think it is a must attend to anyone starting out or looking to grow their business.
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geeta mahtani
08:26 10 Jun 19
                                A great day giving me the knowledge and confidence to get started with facial aesthetics. Nafisa was an absolutely amazing trainer- her patience and encouraging attitude helped put both the delegates and patients at ease. Thank you Harry and the team for a brilliant day!
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Sophie
19:10 06 Jun 19
                                Amazing course with Harry and his team. They are all so knowledgable and approachable. Both the course and post- course support could not be better. Would highly recommend!
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lisa lucey
07:46 02 Jun 19
                                I started training with Harry over 2 years ago when he came to my practice in Ireland for 2 days to teach a small group of 3. He was a natural teacher and gave me confidence. He subsequently came over again and gave me 1:1 training at a more advanced level. Knowing he was available for any advice is great security. Everyone interested in aesthetics business should read his book too “Let go of the handbrake “Thank you Harry. Dr Lisa Lucey
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Danon K
06:57 01 Jun 19
                                Fantastic team of highly qualified, knowledgeable and experienced facial aesthetics practitioners. The course was very well organised and exceptionally informative. Thank you for a great day guys:)
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Emma Major
11:59 28 May 19
                                Had a great experience on the course. There was lots of hands on experience and with being a small group you could feel comfortable addressing any concerns. It was also very reassuring being so closely supervised. Would thoroughly recommend to anyone looking to expand their skill set into facial aesthetics. Thanks Harry!
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Yasminaara Malik
10:56 28 May 19
                                I would highly recommend for anyone looking to develop their skills in the aesthetic industry or even to begin as a novice. Harry and his team are friendly, efficient and helpful. They provide continuous support even after you complete the course.
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Kully Shoker
18:34 26 May 19
                                Great experience. Hands-on training with 3 models. Top tips for implementing a business plan. A fun 2 days with a very humble and engaging speaker. Many thanks Harry for a great few days.
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Tracy Xu
08:26 18 May 19
                                Dr Singh has a very  pleasant teaching style, the room setting, the handouts, the additional notebook and the food were all fabulous. I also had a great experience in the hands-on practice which immediately boost my confidence. Highly recommend this course!
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Add more definition to your profits
Add more contours to your skillset





Watch our film




The only Facial Aesthetics training company that guarantees your success 
"We don’t make promises, we give guarantees" 

THE BTC GUARANTEE™
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Select your profession

Dentist



Medical Doctor



Pharmacist



Medical Nurse





Dental Therapist



Dental Hygienist



Midwives




* Non prescribers for the above professions are more than welcome to attend any of our workshops, but you will need to be working with a prescriber to offer these services
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BTC Success Guarantee™
“WE DON’T MAKE PROMISES, WE GIVE GUARANTEES”
Learn More

 
Are you bored with Dentistry? Are you looking for a new challenge? Want to increase your practice turnover? Seeking more job satisfaction? Worried you may be losing business to your competitors?
The global medical aesthetic market is projected to reach USD 17.07 billion by 2023 from USD 10.30 billion in 2018





upcoming accredited clinical workshops



view all workshops



Download your guidefor free



  
Home Form



	First Name*

	Last Name*

	Email*


	Profession

	Phone*

	I would also like to speak to someone about training courses	

I would also like to speak to someone about training courses



	

	Phone
This field is for validation purposes and should be left unchanged.



  










  


Phone Number
Dr Harry Singh Founder
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  Why has BTC been named

“the fastest growing Facial Aesthetics training provider”

in London and the UK?
BTC gives you more

Minimum 1 model per delegate




Lifetime Access to BTC University™




Marketing training included




Online Theory




Maximum 6 delegates per trainer








Join hundreds of health professionals in their skillset transformation journey
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WORKSHOPScall 0800 047 2038EMAIL US
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